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Introduction
Over the last decade “pastoral imagination” has served as a provocative
center for discussions about what makes for faithful and wise pastoral leadership. This essay is organized around two stories of ministry: a student in
clinical pastoral training and a senior pastor of a large congregation. Their
stories instantiate and characterize the use of pastoral imagination as prudence unfolding over the long arc of learning the practice of ministry.1 The
stories are case studies drawn from the Learning Pastoral Imagination (LPI)
Project, a national study of learning ministry seeking to understand instances of pastoral imagination, articulate how it is learned, and say why it matters for the complex context of ministry in the twenty-first century.2
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Unfolding Pastoral Imagination in Learning Ministry
In the everyday flow of life, we all make many prudent decisions, mostly
without conscious reflection. Prudence, as Aristotle says, consists of wise
judgment in particular situations, wisdom that can only be gained by experiential learning over time.3 We constantly make judgments: when to pull
out into heavy traffic, how to organize our workday, where to go for the best
coffee, how to ask the right questions of our child’s teacher, or how to pray.
These situational judgments are not only rooted in past experience, they are
mostly available to us as if “without thinking.” We do not make rational
calculations in these instances so much as we know in our bodies what to
do. Sight, sound, smell, and feeling all combine to lead us through daily life
choices, made mostly beneath our consciousness. However, when we are
brought up short by a strange situation, or when we are learning something
new, the need for more conscious deliberation arises. In other words, learning to cope with new situations, like those required of a pastor, calls for a
different sort of thinking in the beginning. When learning something new
we face strange, unfamiliar or crisis situations without the necessary experience to know what prudence requires, so we reach for guidelines or rules.
And even with extensive experience, crises can still bring us up short so that
we must deliberate, drawing upon the embodied, relational and emotional
knowledge and skill that we have accumulated over time.
To develop prudence for pastoral leadership, such that the sights,
sounds, feelings, and relational character of the situation effectively tell us
what to do, we need time and opportunity to experience the practice of ministry itself. While pastoral leadership requires a large body of knowledge
(scripture, history, ritual, doctrine, human tendencies, administration, and
more) as well as particular know-how (preaching and leading worship, giving care, teaching a Bible study, organizing and supporting the gifts and
people of a congregation), becoming a pastor above all calls for integrating
such knowledge and skill so that prudence becomes second nature, as if
without thinking. Craig Dykstra has pointed to this crucial capacity for prudence in ministry in his discussion of “pastoral imagination.”4 This term—
and the ways Dykstra and others have developed it—serves us well as we
try to articulate what is entailed in learning ministry.
As a novice to the work of ministry, one must both acquire knowledge
and learn to make use of that knowledge.5 One must both learn and practice
rules and guidelines for ministry. However, this kind of general and rule-
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based thinking recedes as one builds experiences in the practice of ministry
and becomes more competent facing the many complex situations of a ministry context. The unfolding of pastoral imagination takes time and experience within the situation of ministry. Learning the knowledge and skills required for making wise judgments is best accomplished alongside mentors
and peers who can share in the deliberative learning. One needs space to try
and even to fail, to experience being brought up short and to improvise on
the basis of knowledge and skills of ministry to meet the demands of the situation. Increasing familiarity with a wide range of unfamiliar situations will
be integrated into a pastor’s repertoire of seeing, recognizing, and responding with prudence. The cases in this essay show two ends of this learning
arc. At the beginning is the novice who has just plunged into the practice of
ministry, and much further along the way is a mature pastor whose imagination draws upon a rich repertoire of experiences in responding to a crisis
that arises in her ministry. Before turning to the cases, we step back to comment on the larger context of learning ministry today.
The Shifting Landscape of Ministry
Two major shifts in the landscape of Christian ministry and theological education over the past century have given rise to new understandings of the
person and work of the pastor. The first shift has been part of a widespread
revolution in the way professionals are prepared for their work.6 During the
twentieth century the holistic “apprenticeship model” for learning a profession, a model based upon the apprentice living with and learning alongside
a master practitioner, was replaced by multiple apprenticeships of knowledge, skill and character formation.7 No longer was learning the practice of
ministry and nurturing one’s character toward pastoral prudence primarily
accomplished through apprenticing oneself to another experienced minister,
although some notable exceptions remain. The new model was inclined toward an “educated ministry,” which increasingly meant a university-based
education.8 As the apprenticeship model receded, a fragmentation of learning prudence for ministry also occurred.
The same conditions that gave rise to a professionalization of ministry
and the fragmentation of apprenticeship also contributed to a second shift
in emphasis from the role and identity of ministers and toward practice and
prudence in ministry. Christian ministry was traditionally understood as a
role undertaken by ordained males in the church, an assumption of duties
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and responsibilities that one had already witnessed and experienced as a
member of a faith community. However, as mobilization, unsettled lives,
and greater shared power became the norms in North America, the paradigms of leadership, the stakes of ministry, and the skills needed for learning to become a minister also changed.9 What has not changed, however, is
the distinction of ministry from other professions in both what one needs
to know and how one comes to know. Despite the changing context, the
minister’s role and identity, character and disposition for ministry, continue
to be central. Thus the shifting focus—from role to practice—emphasizes
both how professional education for ministry has been fragmented and how
religious life itself increasingly lacks coherence and unity. These dramatic
cultural shifts demand a different kind of attention to how one becomes a
pastor.
In the first decade of the 21st century, understanding ministry as a practice received significant scholarly attention.10 Given the context of disintegrating religious unity, fragmented theological education and the shift in emphasis from role to practice in ministry, pastoral imagination emerged as a
unifying proposal for understanding both the character of ministry and nittygritty of learning pastoral practice. Pastoral imagination has become a way to
describe the capacity central to the character of good ministry.11 Out of these
major shifts in the landscape of ministry and the growing literature which
seeks to articulate the practice of ministry, the Learning Pastoral Imagination
Project has taken up the question, How is pastoral ministry learned in the practice
over time? The study strives to understand how ministers learn the knowledge,
skills, and character required for wise pastoral leadership—practical wisdom
implied by prudence or phronesis.
Two Stories of Ministry
The following cases from our interviews in the LPI Study. One shows emergent signs of nascent pastoral imagination in Father Stephen. The other
demonstrates a more fully-formed pastoral imagination in the maturity of
Pastor Ginger.12
Father Stephen
Father Stephen is now an Orthodox priest and military chaplain on active
duty. As a seminarian he was required to make hospital visits and receive
supervision from Rev. Joan, the director of pastoral care. She is known and
respected for her ability to question, probe, and confront pastoral trainees,
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yet allow them to come to answers on their own. Fr. Stephen says Rev. Joan
“would not allow me to hide,” something he admits doing all his life. In particular, Fr. Stephen had learned to how to hide behind “symbols of power
and authority,” like the “military uniform or a little collar.” In working with
Rev. Joan he came to realize how much he was acting ‘as if,’ “It’s all about
me!” Rev. Joan helped him learn how to “get out of the way” so he could
connect with people, and “bring them into contact with God.” Fr. Stephen
described his learning this way: First, he says he recognized how much he
had been hiding “in the past” and, secondly, how tempting it would be in the
future to continue hiding rather than be authentic. Thirdly, he noted that his
process of learning needed “a lot more work.” Finally he wondered how he
could continue to learn without Rev. Joan, other mentors, or peers in ministry.
Fr. Stephen told a story in which this learning came into focus. He described an Orthodox patient, Greg, to whom he had “ministered in a complete
sort of priestly way” as he transitioned from hospital intern to ordained priest.
Greg was “born severely mentally and physically debilitated” living all his
life in hospitals or care facilities. Months earlier, Fr. Stephen said he had “literally looked in the man’s room and kept on going” thinking a visit would be
“utterly futile.” Although he was embarrassed to admit the initial failure, he
says after some weeks of adjustment to the visiting process, he “shoved himself into the room.” He made himself “get in there and try to deal with somebody” who couldn’t offer “the symbols of affirmation” that he wanted.
In ministering to Greg, who could neither talk nor hear, and due to medication was unconscious most of the time, Fr. Stephen says, “I was doing all the
things that I knew I was supposed to do, getting all dressed up so to speak, but
he couldn’t see or respond to any of it.” To be sure, Fr. Stephen knew at times
that Greg “was there,” and felt that when he was conscious, he was responsive in his own way. Yet his distinct disability and illness meant that the normal sorts of conversation and feedback were not possible. He says it would
have been easy to hide again and just “play the role,” but he didn’t want that.
Instead his “first experience with getting out of the way happened with a guy
who couldn’t even really communicate with me.” The fact that Greg couldn’t
say, “You’re messing up,” allowed Fr. Stephen to “let his guard down” and
over numerous visits explore an authentic pastoral presence centered not on
himself but rather on “what Christ wants to do in the midst of this encounter.”
One day when Greg was “at the brink of death,” Fr. Stephen was praying, reading the Psalms, and anointing him with oil when “he took this big
deep breath.” Even though the man couldn’t respond in ways easy to inter-
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pret, Fr. Stephen says he “felt a real desire not to play a game with him, but
to be authentic and serious and real.” As before, Fr. Stephen took the experience of that moment to Rev. Joan. They talked it through, and she asked
“her typical kind of pointed questions.” Throughout the experience he says
he felt Rev. Joan with him, like a “little angel on your shoulder guiding that
process.” He says he could hear her asking, “What are you feeling? Why?
Move beyond this if you can. Just take one step farther into the situation.”
Because of her guidance and mentoring, Fr. Stephen continued his ministry
with Greg until his death, even officiating at the memorial service.
Nascent Pastoral Imagination: Integrating Self and Role
Fr. Stephen’s story shows a nascent pastoral imagination and the significant
kind of learning required for growing in that capacity. To begin learning
the kind of perception that is required for pastoral imagination he needed
to get beyond both “hiding behind the symbols” of faith and authority and
also to stop thinking it was all about himself.13 Fr. Stephen says he came to
recognize—with the helpful and pointed questions of Rev. Joan—that his
perception of himself and the situation of ministry were distorted and inadequate.14 His capacity to act prudently was blocked because he was hiding
from others, himself, and God behind the symbols of his office. He knew
these perception problems were rooted in the past, impeding the present,
and a potential temptation for continuing in the future. His recognition of
the problem and eventual change in perception allowed him to see in greater depth the other person in front of him and the ways that God was present
in the situation. This is exactly the sort of perception Craig Dykstra suggests
develops as part of pastoral imagination: “It is the capacity to perceive the
‘more’ in what is already before us.”15
Fr. Stephen’s mentorship from Rev. Joan and his eventual ministry
with Greg allowed a new perception, guiding his action in new directions.
Initially the situation looked futile to Fr. Stephen and overwhelmed him in
such way that he avoided Greg’s room for months. Then Fr. Stephen took
a risk and “shoved himself into the room.” In taking that risk the stakes of
ministry came into focus. He didn’t want to “play” or “dress up” for his pastoral role any longer. He saw instead how to take responsibility for being a
priest. In the last weeks of Greg’s life, Fr. Stephen regularly visited and offered pastoral care.16 In overcoming his own self-preoccupations and taking
action in the situation, he exhibits the kind of experiential learning that with
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time gives way to pastoral prudence. This experience is what we have called
elsewhere the “birth of pastoral imagination.”17
Fr. Stephen was initially “pulled up short” by the sight of Greg in the hospital room. His reaction was to stick his head in the room and then retreat, hiding as he was accustomed to doing.18 Over time, as Fr. Stephen’s experience of
patient visits deepened his ability to know the feel of bed-side care, he began
regularly to visit Greg and read scripture, pray, and anoint him with oil. He
was able to do this, he says, because the fear of judgment was not part of the
situation with a patient who couldn’t tell him he was messing up. Fr. Stephen
was able to lower his defenses, opening up deeper learning about himself,
Greg, and Christ, whose presence was at work between them. But when Fr.
Stephen again found himself brought up short—this time by Greg’s gasping—
he came face to face with his own limits.19 He saw clearly his tendency to hide
behind the symbols and to play a game, but he wanted a new way forward.
He took the situation straight to Rev. Joan and they talked it through. Over
time, Rev. Joan’s questions to Fr. Stephen had “pinned him down” as he put
it. She had helped him learn to recognize significant moments and convinced
him of the necessity of exploring what they were telling him. She helped him
face his fears and move with more authenticity into the situation. This began
to build in Fr. Stephen a disposition toward noticing what brought him up
short, and rather than hiding, to take courage and explore what was at stake.20
In his story, Fr. Stephen recounts his initiation into the demands of ministry, supported by a relationship with a wise pastor and located in a situation in which he could learn a deeper self-knowledge through his early
failures (walking right past Greg’s room) and eventually a greater integration of skills and knowledge.21 As Kathleen Cahalan has argued, Fr. Stephen
learned through an integration of the skills of a pastoral visit, the rituals of
prayer and anointing, and the self-knowledge and relational skills for embodying the role of pastor in a way that was not “all about me.”22 The integration shows a crucial transition in learning pastoral imagination.23 The
demands of the situation were underdetermined and open-ended in a profound way, and he had to make use of multiple intelligences to navigate
them.24 And at the same time, Rev. Joan’s questions and several experiences
of being immersed in the work of ministry continued to bring him up short,
and began to give shape to a capacity for noticing what to do in those instances. He learned over months that he could move beyond trying to set
things straight or follow a rule, and more fluidly attend to what his body,
emotions, and the situation itself were saying. Learning to “minister in a
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complete sort of priestly way” to Greg, Fr. Stephen begins to make contact
with the sacred in the everyday work of ministry, and for a first time he steps
more fully into a situation as an authentic priest.
Pastor Ginger
Ginger has been in ministry for more than 25 years, all of those years in the
Southeast. When we interviewed her in a group of five senior ministers, she
had served at her current congregation for four years. As she told the group
about her life and ministry, she shared a recent story she described as “a kind
of a failure/success thing.” While she’d been senior pastor in a number of
settings, this was the first time, as she put it, “my leadership was put on a firing squad.” Combined budget stress and personnel issues led to a proposal
for staff restructuring. Although there was no advance notice about particular staff changes, the long-time choir director felt the changes were pointed
at her. The day after the annual meeting when the proposal was discussed,
the choir director called a staff meeting. Agitated, she took out her frustration on Ginger in front of the staff and resigned on the spot. The congregation has deep commitments to liturgy, sacraments, and music and the choir
director was highly skilled and well liked, especially by the large (ninety
member) choir. Ginger intuitively knew this could be very bad for her own
leadership, and although “pretty stunned,” she refused the choir director’s
resignation, asking for more time to talk. That evening at choir rehearsal, the
director handed out a letter of resignation. By that night, hundreds of angry
people were at Ginger’s throat. “I’ve never seen such anger in a parish,” she
recalled. The next month—her worst in ministry—was so physically nervewracking she only survived with “gallons of Pepto-Bismol™.”
Ginger’s first response was a long email to the choir, but that only
fanned the flames. The council advised her to accept the resignation publicly and let her go. That did not sit right with Ginger. She said: “As a business
person that would’ve been the right thing to do [but] I believed that in the
church we could somehow act differently.” She didn’t yet know what acting differently would look like, but knowing she “was out on a limb alone,”
she pulled together some key choir members, her pastoral colleague, and a
seminary professor, so each might help her sort though next steps. Although
she was acting against the advice of the church council, she felt their support
and appreciated the freedom to let her pastoral imagination lead the way.
She knew that in the past, the congregation tended to pit staff against
one another. After a few weeks, she tentatively approached the choir director
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to propose sharing in the opening prayer before choir rehearsal, and serving
communion together to the choir. It was a risk, but she knew the power of
worship and sacraments to convey the grace and mercy of God. She noted:
“It took the power off of either of us because the sacrament carried the power. I think that what made it work, obviously, is that we all kind of admitted
our own brokenness in the whole mess.” The choir accepted the gesture, participating, and even weeping. While the reconciliation did not resolve everything, it allowed for new agreement on a half-time position and another year
of good ministry before the choir director departed on good terms. More than
that, it was a turning point for trust in Ginger’s leadership with the staff and
in the congregation as a whole. She concluded her reflection with this: “In
many ways God’s grace has shaped all of us through that and the church.
That’s where I look back and just say, ‘Oh, thank you! Help me learn!’”
Mature Pastoral Imagination: Embodying Prudence
Ginger’s story demonstrates prudence in a mature pastoral imagination. The
situation has three significant aspects: the reality of the crisis situation she
faced, along with her intelligence and perception shaped by long experience
in pastoral practice. The first thing to say about the circumstance Ginger
faced is that she did not expect and was not prepared for the crisis that unfolded from the choir director’s angry resignation. It is clear here that Ginger
is “pulled up short.”25 Her sense of the status quo with the staff breaks apart
on the rocks of unfolding crisis, and she must step back for conscious reflection. Interestingly, however, her conscious deliberation follows a grounded
pre-reflective perception of the fitting thing to do.26 Her response can put in
clear relief the response of a novice who is totally overwhelmed by the situation, as Fr. Stephen initially was with Greg. He did not have an adequate
sense of the stakes of the situation and withdrew, only returning after he had
more guidelines to make sense of the situation. However, Ginger exhibits
the ability to deliberate within her intuitive sense of the situation, remaining
relationally and emotionally connected to the various players. She knows
the stakes and wants to consider multiple ways of responding. As part of her
deliberation, she does step back for reflection and consultation with others
but she does so within her intuitive sense that the situation calls for more
than simply accepting the resignation and moving on.
The second thing to say is that Ginger has the capacity to perceive the
depth present in the situation—especially as that implies theological depth.
As Craig Dykstra has argued, pastoral imagination implies an integrated,
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embodied capacity for “perception of the ‘more’ present in a situation.”27
One can see in Ginger’s leadership just the sort of complex perception Dykstra describes. First of all, Ginger had been in enough difficult congregational crises to see immediately the stakes in the choir director’s resignation as
about much more than the choir director or even the choir program. Dykstra’s conception of imagination, drawing on the philosopher Mary Warnock,
proposes just this sort of embodied cognition.28
Situated or embodied cognition has become a key area of study among
philosophers and cognitive scientists who are trying to build upon Aristotle’s conception of phronesis or prudence.29 For example, Ginger exhibits
“perceptual attunement” described as the way one learns one’s way around
by body, by action.30 Here learning her way around ‘by body’ gave her the
perception of the stakes or gravity of the situation, so that when the flair-up
with the choir director occurs, Ginger stays relationally connected, asking
for and receiving time to work through the issues together. In this sense perception includes what a host of philosophers describe as interpretation of
the world before us, and so action begins even before we act.31
That such situations are emotionally wrenching is beyond question, but
here again everyday pastoral prudence leads to Ginger’s glugging “gallons”
of Pepto-Bismol™ as a response to the somatic stress the conflict caused
in her, rather than either withdrawing or prematurely rushing to judgment
about the right solution. Perception is not just visual or mental but also somatic and emotional.32 Ginger’s coping within the tensions of the situation
allows her to see and act upon a possibility that was not seen by others, a
new possibility that opened the church to God’s grace.
Perception of God’s grace manifests itself in Ginger’s leadership by her
mature self-perception, something not fore-grounded in the pastoral imagination literature.33 Yet clearly her ability to articulate her shared brokenness
in the situation, as well as a need to learn in and through the difficult relational and organizational dynamics, shaped her way forward. She knew
whose advice to seek, how to listen to the situation, and how to weigh the
advice she got. For example, she took from the council what she needed
(their trust, affirmation, support) but rejected their advice (to accept the resignation and move on) when she knew that wasn’t right. In addition, she
took her pastoral colleague’s advice (about family system dynamics at stake
in the situation) and went to discuss the situation with a pastoral care professor at a near-by seminary.
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Perception of God’s grace shows itself in Ginger’s leadership in another
way as well. She sees and seeks God in the situation. Living the life of faith,
within the life of a congregation and its practices over time, one’s perception
is changed, Dykstra argues. Drawing on theologian Edward Farley, Dykstra
writes that through “the eyes of faith, pastors come to see the abundance that
is before them and that surrounds them already. Through the eyes of faith,
they can see what gifts they have been given in the people who, however
flawed, are the members of their congregations.”34 Ginger combines her sense
of humility before God and her congregation with her knowledge of God’s
forgiveness and mercy present for them all through prayer, word, and sacrament. Her proposal to serve communion to the choir alongside the director is a bold, faithful, and ultimately healing action that could only be made
with her perception of God’s promise and presence undergirding all she did.
“[God’s presence in the sacrament] took the power off of both of us,” she said.
The third and last thing to say in drawing out aspects of pastoral imagination present in Ginger’s leadership is that she clearly exhibits a particular intelligence rooted in pastoral practice. While related to perception, this
intelligence is a capacity that, in a sense, undergirds and allows the sort of
perception described above. It is partly an intelligence shaped by faith in
and deep knowledge of God, a willingness to reject the business solution as
not right, and her eventual choice of the sacramental response as the right
kind of risk. Dykstra and Cahalan rely on the idea that pastoral imagination
or prudence in ministry emerges from ministry practiced long enough and
well enough. Living within these communal, pastoral practices shared over
time with others (interpreting, teaching and preaching scripture, leading
worship, providing pastoral care, leading in mission, administering organizational life, and more) shapes a kind of practical intelligence that knows the
“more” possible in a situation, a “more” that is available only by opening
to the work of God’s grace. As Cahalan puts it, theological knowledge and
know-how in ministry are not ends in themselves, but rather are means “to
inform the minister’s discernment of the most fitting response in each situation.”35 Furthermore, this development of prudence is a result of the gift
and continued work of the Holy Spirit within a person, so that human effort
finds an aid and advocate in God’s own work in and through us.36
The intelligence pastoral imagination requires and shows is rooted
in communal practices and shared leadership. Ginger knows she cannot
lead while “out on a limb alone” so she intentionally reaches out to diverse
constituencies—choir members, council members, staff colleagues, and re-
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source persons beyond the congregation. Alongside her engagement with
community members, she also draws upon her knowledge of the community over time—its past practices, habits, and character. Because she knows
of their history of pitting the staff against one another, she can see the dynamics for how they impact the whole congregational system, and she seeks
to respond in a way fitting to those broader dynamics. Finally, her long discipline of learning the basic skills and knowledge of ministry—administration, worship, pastoral care, and so on—undergird her ability to pull from a
repertoire of possible ‘fitting’ responses. Ginger humbles herself, risks embarrassment, and allows God’s presence and power to work through prayer
and sacrament to resolve the crisis in ways that multiply good—for Ginger,
for the choir director, and for the congregation’s life and ministry.
Pastoral Imagination: Prudence, and the Character of Good Ministry
Both the literature and two cases of learning in ministry from the LPI study
articulate pastoral imagination as a capacity vital to the character of good
ministry. Each case portrays the distinctive kind of intelligence and perception that allows Father Stephen and Pastor Ginger to see situations in greater
depth, to see the ‘more’ that is attuned to the presence and possibility of others and of God. Pastoral imagination is wise judgment in action that is situated in a faithful practice. The cases of nascent and more mature ministry
demonstrate the texture of pastoral imagination and open up key aspects of
this crucial capacity for good ministry.
Among the key aspects of pastoral imagination implied by the connection to prudence, are the notions of wise situational perception and judgment
that is skilled and makes use of multiple kinds of knowledge about self, situation, relationships of power, and ritual practices of ministry. The particular
character of ministry in a community of faith entails among other things core
practices of ministry. As Fr. Stephen’s story shows, initial moments of integration of the tasks of ministry alongside greater self-perception and within the
overwhelming demands and risks of ministry practice allows for the emergence of a nascent pastoral imagination. Dwelling in and leading these practices over time is a necessary precondition to pastoral leaders gaining a more
sustained awareness of sacred depth or possibility in a moment. As Pastor
Ginger’s story shows, the particular knowledge needed for pastoral prudence
is not primarily the rational-reflective knowledge prized in the modern era,
but an intuitive embodied everyday knowing that sees this or that action is
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the fitting one. Such knowledge must be learned and put to use in a situation
where the demands and risks of ministry are immediate and open-ended.
Mature pastoral imagination is cognitive, but in a mostly pre-reflective,
embodied, relational, emotional, and time-situated sense. As our cases show,
the novice minister needs constant deliberation and space for both failure
and reflection on learning. However, a mature minister engages in deliberation primarily in novel or crisis situations. The novice will step back and recall rules and guidance or questions from teachers, whereas mature pastoral
imagination allows a deliberation rooted in the knowing ‘at hand’—grounded in one’s embodied understanding of particular situations and relationships. Fr. Stephen genuinely saw for the first time “what Christ wants to do in
the midst of this encounter;” and Pastor Ginger saw “many ways God’s grace
shaped” the situation in, with, and through the sacramental response to crisis.
Through each case, and by noticing the differences that time and experience
make, one sees prudence as key to the unfolding of pastoral imagination.
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Chris Scharen describes the “long arc of learning ministry” in “Learning Ministry
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Aristotle, The Nicomachean Ethics, David Ross, trans., J. L. Ackrill and J. O. Urmson,
rev. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1980), 1142a–12. Prudence, the English term
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